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Introduction

Face & Neck lifting Surgery is the most powerful anti aging procedure available in rejuvenating the aging face.

Short Scar Limited Undermining Composite Face & Neck Lift is a simple 90 minute procedure that can effectively produce a younger face by correcting:

- Deepened and droopy nasolabial fold,
- Deepened and droopy marionette lines,
- Loose and wrinkled facial skin,
- Sagging jowls,
- Obscured jawline, and
- By creating a facial shape that is in accordance to the principle of “triangle of beauty”.

Methods

Video demonstration of this technique will be shown.

Operative Technique:

- Skin incision to minimize the post operative scar visibility.
- Rotational skin flap design (Open Sky approach) to remove the excess facial skin.
- Limited cutaneous undermining of the Face and Neck skin.
- SMAS & Platysma lifting through Pre-Masseteric Space.
- Anchoring the mobilized and loose SMAS/Platysma Flap as a composite flap to a less mobile parotid fascia.
- Limited liposuction to remove the excess fat.
- Skin closure.

Results

- Series of Cases of before and after photos will be demonstrated.

Conclusion

- Short Scar Limited Undermining Composite Face & Neck Lift is a simple 90 - 120 minute procedure that can produce a powerful anti aging cosmetic result.
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